Deciphering early development of complex diseases by progressive module network.
There is no effective cure nowadays for many complex diseases, and thus it is crucial to detect and further treat diseases in earlier stages. Generally, the development and progression of complex diseases include three stages: normal stage, pre-disease stage, and disease stage. For diagnosis and treatment, it is necessary to reveal dynamical organizations of molecular modules during the early development of the disease from the pre-disease stage to the disease stage. Thus, we develop a new framework, i.e. we identify the modules presenting at the pre-disease stage (pre-disease module) based on dynamical network biomarkers (DNBs), detect the modules observed at the advanced stage (disease-responsive module) by cross-tissue gene expression analysis, and finally find the modules related to early development (progressive module) by progressive module network (PMN). As an application example, we used this new method to analyze the gene expression data for NOD mouse model of Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM). After the comprehensive comparison with the previously reported milestone molecules, we found by PMN: (1) the critical transition point was identified and confirmed by the tissue-specific modules or DNBs relevant to the pre-disease stage, which is considered as an earlier event during disease development and progression; (2) several key tissues-common modules related to the disease stage were significantly enriched on known T1DM associated genes with the rewired association networks, which are marks of later events during T1DM development and progression; (3) the tissue-specific modules associated with early development revealed several common essential progressive genes, and a few of pathways representing the effect of environmental factors during the early T1DM development. Totally, we developed a new method to detect the critical stage and the key modules during the disease occurrence and progression, and show that the pre-disease modules can serve as warning signals for the pre-disease state (e.g. T1DM early diagnosis) whereas the progressive modules can be used as the therapy targets for the disease state (e.g. advanced T1DM), which were also validated by experimental data.